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As»Ay,A„ = superheater, riser and downcomer cross-sectional
2
areas respectively (ft )
C = evaporation level proportionality constant
(ft-sec/lb)




= average heat capacitance of combustion gases times
air- fuel ratio (BTU/lb-R)
C; = neat capacitance for feedwater (BTU/lb-R)
C^
s
= average heat capacitance of superheated steam
(BTU/lb-R)
Ss) f*) f 6
= friction coefficients for superheater, riser and
2 5
downcomer tubes, respectively (sec /ft )
2
g = acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec )
h 6 = enthalpy of saturated vapour corresponding to P
B
(BTU/lb)
"wb= enthalpy of saturated liguid corresponding to P
B
(BTU/lb)
KWB= enthalpy of liquil in mud-drum (BTU/lb)
h-w = enthalpy of drum and downcomer liquid (BTU/lb)
Hj
3




= air cooling coefficient at superheater bank (BTU/sec)
Kttv,= air cooling coefficient at riser bank (BTU/sec)
Kgs' K s = heat-transfer coefficients from combustion gas to
superheater tubes, and from superheater tubes
o
to steam, respectively (BTU/lb-R)
Kaa.Ky.) Ki, = heat-transfer coefficients from combustion gas to





(BTU/lb-R ) , (BTU/lb-R)
K ft = evaporation rate constant of drum liquid (lb/sec-H)
KT ,K B = constants for state equations of saturated steam
( R-ft /lb) , (ft |
LS) Lv> L o - superheater, riser and downcomer tube lengths
respectively (ft)
M = mass of drum liquid (lb)
M s = mass of superheater tubes (lb)
M B = mass of riser tubes (lb)
2
P& = drum pressure (lb/ft )
2
Ps = superheater outlet pressure (lb/ft )
2
Pw = mud-drum pressure (lb/ft )
&
s
= heat-input rate from tube walls into the superheated
steam (BTU/sec)
0.35= heat-input rate from hot gasses into superheater tube
walls (BTU/sec)
&b= heat-input rate from riser tube walls into boiling
liquid (BTU/sec)
^3&= heat-input rate from hot gasses into riser tube walls
(BTU/sec)
<i = feedwater temperature (E)
e




Ts = superheater outlet temperature (R)
Tw = drum and downcomer liquid temperature (R)
Taw= superheater tube-wall temperature (R)
T
oy)
= riser tube-wall temperature (B)
T3S = average gas temperature at superheater banks (R)
t
9b= average gas temperature at riser banks (R)





B = volume of vapor phase in drum (ft )
10

Vy. = velocity of riser mixture (ft/sec)
Vw = velocity of downcomer water (ft/sac)
3
V = total drum volume (ft )
W
s
= steam mass- flow rate at the superheater outlet
(lb/sec)
Wf = fuel mass- flow rate (lb/sec)
W;. = feedwater mass- flow rate (lb/sec)
Ww = downcomer mass-flow rate (ln/sec)
W = riser mass- flow rate (lb/sec)
W tt = air mass-flow rate from blower (lb/sec)
W
ac
= chemically correct +50% excess air rate (lb/sec)
We = mass-evaporation rate from drum liquid surface
(lb/sec)
WB = steam mass- flow rate from drum into superheater
(lb/sec)
X = quality of mixture leaving riser
*v = throttle opening (%)
y - drum liquid level (ft)
3
ph = saturated vapor density corresponding to P (lb/ft )
B
3
y°s = superheater outlet density (lb/ft )
3
y°w = saturated liquid density corresponding to P (lb/ft )
B
/> = density of liquid vapor mixture leaving riser
(lb/ft )




Boilers as understood by marine engineers are closed
vessels containing water which by the application of heat is
converted into steam at any designed pressure. This steam
is then used for the production, through machinery, of
useful work. A dynamic model of steam turbine machinery
consists of a boiler model and a turbine model. Tne
difficult part is the boiler, as a load change causes
variations in some important properties such as toiler
pressure, temperature and drum water level. The analysis in
this paper will use Chiens dynamic analysis (1) of a boiler
as a reference. Chien considered a naval boiler which for
purposes of analysis was divided into four sections namely a
superheater, a downcomer- riser loop, a drum and a gas path.
The principles of thermodynamics, heat-transfer and fluid
mechanics were used to describe the dynamic behaviour
corresponding to each section of the boiler and these were
derived from eguations of continuity, energy,
heat-transfer ,and momentum. The eguations involve partial
differentials as well as nonlinear terms. These eguations
were reduced to the ordinary linear eguation form by
applying small perturbation and difference eguation
technigues. Linear eguations thus obtained were reduced to
ten state variable eguations and solved by digital computer
technigues.
Since there is an increasing interest in toiler
modelling, tne objective of this thesis was to develop a
comprehensive boiler simulation model in a form useful for





The control problems of high pressure boilers have
become more and more critical, both from the operational and
the economical points of view. A dynamic analysis is the
method to be used for a control- system analysis. It
consists of a complete understanding of the process to be
controlled and the effects of physical and chemical changes.
The analysis is not exact by any means but the results
oDtained should be in good qualitative agreement with actual
tests. The major difficulty in boiler analysis is the fact
that the whole system is very complex and contains numerous
variables.
Chien(1) considered a naval boiler which for purposes of
analysis was divided into four distinct sections namely a
superheater, a downcomer-riser loop, a drum and a gas path.
The detail of analysis is described in Part B of this
section. The basic equations used in the analysis are those
of continuity, ener gy (heat-transfer) , momentum and the state
equations. These equations involve partial differentiation
as well as nonlinearities. Generally, the equations have the
form
•f
(x >y, 2, ) = o
To eliminate the nonLinearities one uses perturbation
theory, which effectively approximates the response of the
13

system to small signal changes about a chosen operating
condition. Thus, the equation is perturbed about its steady
state operating condition to give the linearized form.
Hence it can oe written as
h ax f M Ay + £f_Az+---- = o
ox oy dz
The perturbed variables are AX, AY, AZ, etc. and the
partial differentials ( d£, 2>f , df, etc.) that form the
coefficients of the perturbed variables are evaluated at
steady state operating conditions. This technique was also




Figure 1 - A CROSS SECTIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE FOSTER




The boiler studied in this analysis is a Foster Wheeler
D-type- marine boiler; which is an oil fired, two-drum, natural
circulation unit having a rated output of 28,800 lbs/hour at
350 lbs/in gauge, 1200 F. A cross sectional arrangement of
the unit is shown in Figure I.The following assumptions
apply to the physical simplifications in each of four
sections.
1 • Superheater
(a) The inertial effects of superheated steam are
neglected.
(b) The superheater tubes are assumed to be a single
capacitance with restriction on the drum side and another
restriction on the load side.
(c) Desuperheaters are not considered.
2
.
Down comer riser loop
(a) Only natural circulation exists.
(b) No boiling takes place in the downcomers.
(c) Vapor and liquid velocities in the riser are
identical.
(d) Heat-transfer rates to the boiling liquid from the
tube wails are proportional to the cune of temperature
difference between the wall and the liquid.
(e) Steam quality is uniform in the riser.
(f) Liquid temperature is always the same as the
saturation temperature corresponding to drum pressure.





(a) There is no temperature gradient across the drum
vapor phasajand the temperature is always the saturation
temperature corresponding to drum pressure.
(b) The liguid phase has no temperature gradient other
than across a very thin boundary layer at the drum surface.
(c) Evaporation or condensation rate in the drum is
proportional to the difference of liguid and saturation
temperatures.
(d) Feedwater temperature is assumed to be constant.
(e) Liguid-level changes due to bubble formation in the
drum are neglected.
4. Gas Path
(a) The air -fuel ratio is assumed to be constant.
(b) Temperature of combust ion gas entering superheater
is proportional to the firing rate.
(c) Waterwalls are lumped with the riser-banks.
(d) The heat-transfer rate at each tube bank is
determined by the tube wall temperature and the average gas
temperature.
(e) Inertia of the hot gases is neglected, that is,
velocity changes take place instantaneously.
(f) Delays due to the heat capacitance of the hot gases
are neglected, that is, temperature changes take place
instantaneously in combustion gases.
(g) All heat transfer is due to turbulent convection
and radiation.
The following steps are taken in developing the
eguations for each of the four sections, A simple schematic
diagram of each sub-section is included at the beginning of
each part of the analysis. A brief statement of the physical
17

situation is included under the headings. The dummy
coefficients such as a, b r C, D , were used for
1 1 11 11
convenience^and their values are declared in the Appendices.
The quantities such as W , h , h , etc. are the steady state
B S B
values of W , h , h , respectively. These values can be
B S B
evaluated from the original unperturbed nonlinear equations
by setting all derivative terms to zero and solving for the

































L S A S SA/S
or,
where S is the ' Laplace variable denoting differentiation
with respect to time
o • Superheater energy b ala nce
Heat input from tube wall + Heat in incoming steam - Heat
with outgoing steam = Rate of change of internal energy
Q+w.k-wh = i-fL s A a pK )
8 Bfc 3 s rL J















A Ws =Ls A s (/& SAKsfhsSAPs )




= AW B ~AW§




AsAs) siV(Sr^) iwB - Aas-¥^Ts C«)
or,
a 4 SATs + a s AW a + a6 AQ s - a? AT s
20

7. Heat conduction across superheater walls
Heat input to wall - Heat output from wall = Bate of change of
energy stored in superheater wall
dQ - G = I(HCT ]
9 s & dt
The perturbed equation is ;
Aa 9S - Aa 3 =m 5 c s satsw
or,
V^ 8 + V as =a io SATsw (3)
8 « Heat input to superheater wall
The following empirical formula includes the cooling effect




The perturbed equation is '.
^l.-".."* (T,.-T„)-k ai (l-^ )'
Aa
8 s
' lS ( T»»- 1Vi)* ,«I tS%f'(»V»T«)+2lUSs5?)".
or,
V tt9« " a i2 A^ + Qx3(^9S -ATsw ) + a 4 Awa (4)
21

9« Heat transfer across superheater wall
For turbulent gas flows:
0.8
o. = K VI f-!\. -T \S SB I 8W ' S )
The perturbed equation is :










i6 AW* + a i7 (ATsw -ATs ) (5)
10. Heat transfer from comb ust ion gas
Average gas temperature at superheater wall is T where
8s
9S Tc -












-2C& ( Wf+ W a )(Tc -T s )












2 c 3* '
<•'*.-'«. 3 s' - r >-c '5$'-"a, n't "a;u' 9S
a
i8
Aft9«- ^ AT< + a*o AV a2/\ +VTqs (6)
1 1 . Super heater momentum





Substitute : X f L
i
-s
> ~ 9 V?
The perturbed eguation is ;
_2
AP - AP 2<1»AW
r















Figure 3 - SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM Of RISER-DOWNCOMER LOOP
24

12. Riser continu ity eq uat ion
Mass flow into riser - Mass flow out = Hate of change of
enclosed mass
The perturbed equation is :
since






-/(£-a) 4x +# 4^
If the starting point of evaporation in the riser tube is Vj
above the water drum exit where ;
V) - 1 - cw w
then,
A » - -CAW,
Ay ty S AP can be neglected since >j is small
Substituting LP and AM and rearranging ;
o.3h Y L Yp (4- - -4- ) SAX + 0.5 Ay.Ly.XKg £ S^P;
_2




SAX + tf 8AP
fc
+ a
a| SAW„ . q 30 aw w + a 3i aw (s)
25

1 3 . Riser mom entu m e q uatio n
Pressure drop - frictional losses - gravity head -











(p -p \ f _l-/'iri:v + 3. Y|jl + ww _L p U dw
After perturbation and substitution for Ap as done before


































tl^ + fJ +/V and is small enoughto be neglected
Therefore »




+ a a p. „ a A\ua saw + q *x + a37 AW (9)33 -1 & - 34
14. Hear balance across riser tube wall
Heat from hot gas to riser tubes-Heat from tubes to mixture





The perturbed equation is ',
Aft ~ AQ S M 5 C8 S^BW
or,
a- A ft q * + ft. A ft. - a,, sat.38 V 39 & 40 BW do)
27

1 5 . Hi s er heat ba lance equation
Heat input to risers-Heat output from risers
=Rate of change of internal energy
= ^i[0.5A»(Lv
-)))(/V,w )]+A v.(Lv^)(/^ja(h]
From the continuity aquation ;
3t
w
After substitution and perturbation
;
k = K,, n + x k
since
If changes in latent heat ArU»are neglected , then
From steam tables ;
A kn = Atw
Therefore
:
0.5 ^Lv(/+y5w )Kc8APa + O.B Av.LvC^+^J^ SAX - A<1 B









4o Aa B = a44 AV'^ a,3 APB +a4eAX+a,7ATw CiD
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16. Riser heat transfer equation
An empirical formula that accounts for turbulent gas flow
is adopted and gives J
The perturoed equation is
;
Ad,, = "•^»(T..-fM.) iWf + K 3B 5f (AT„-4Ta„)
>





2K fty (W&c - Wa) 3+













a48 Aa 9& + a49 ATr =
a








17. Riser heat trans fer to boliinq fluid
The heat transfer rate is assumed to be proportional to the
cube of temperature difference between wall and mixture.
Continuing to follow Whalley (2)
:
a & V tBw-tj
The perturbed equation is ;
cr,
Aa = ay^w-TjCAT^-ATj
a63 Aa& = as4 ATBW +a 5S AT8 (13)
18. Downcomer momen tum equation
Y, Forces due to pressure diff erence-frictional loss








^w -/w A b V w
2
Ww(P _ P )_ i^!w_ _
cr p D A 2 <>'« D ooA/i
. £. is. w„
K- p*)- fiEl-> + o. 5).J_lw
2
w f pl = ii i(ww )
I &A A ft.. A? > D QAn rlf3A ^ g*° dt
30

The perturbed equation is ;
APB - APW - (bw+ Q w s)AWw -L 5 A/3w
where :
2Wy, f fo L t
aw =
Since flow is incompressible ( £>
w
is constant both in time
and space), then Ap
w a0
Therefore •
aseAPB + a 87 A Pvy - a58 Aww + Q59 S A W w (14-)
19. Drum st earn mass balance equation




Evaporation rate + vapor rate from risers-steam





w e + x'w-w B m
i (vBy>a )
The perturbed equation is ;
AW e + XAw + viAx-Aw B m, V6 s Ay°& + /5&SAV&
Substituting for ;
AV a , -AAy
A/a => K ft AP6
AW
e




VB K B SAP
a -^a
ASAy „ K e (ATw-AT6 ) + XAW + WAX-AW,
or,
a6c SAP8 + a 6i SAy-a62 (ATw -ATB)fa63Aw + a6+AX + aAvia (is)
20. Drum liquid heat balance equation
J2 Heat to and from drum with liquid = Rate of change of the
internal energy of the liquid
Hence
;
Internal energy of riser liquid + heat transfered in
feedwater - heat taken in by downcomer liquid - latent heat





(i-X)wTB+ C i W i Ti -C D^Tw -We K BW »i(C D MTj
at
But C r , C L j Q b - i •
The perturbed equation is ;
(t-X)f & AW + Cl-X)iiAT
ft
-V;T










e = K C ( A TW -AT& )
KcAP.
AM = a/»w A y




i Ci-X)TB AW4(i-X)WATB -WT8AX+T i AW.-W w ATw -fvv AW,-W c Kc APa
-K BW K e (ATw ~ AT& ) = MSATW + A/H fw SAy
or,
I a 66 aw + a 67 atb + a 6S ax + a6g aw l * a 70 ATw + an aw w + a 72 apb
I
+ a/3( ATW- ATB ) - a74SATw 4-^_SAy (16)
21. Dr u m ligu id mass balance ecjua tion
£, Liquid input/output rates = Rate of change enclosed mass
of liquid
Hence :
feedwater input rate + riser liquid input rate-downcomer
liquid rate-evaporation rate = d ( M
)
Therefore •
W; + (i-X) W-W w - W tf = i ( M)
The perturbed equation is ;
AWj + (i-X) AW-W AX - AWW - AWe = SAM
Substituting for :
AW e = K e ( ATW - AT B )
AM - A,PW Ay
gives:
-Ke ATB + A/ w SAy = (l-X)AW-WAX-AWw -Ke ATw + AWi




22. Equation from throttle valve
\ ' M^^Tl)
The perturbed equation is :





AW S = a94AX V f a93APS + a9fe^ f 18)
or.
23. State equations
AT. = 1> APa






AA»tr AP8 =k b ap&iPi
V« = a9* A Pe















= Jis AT 4- lis APe
A Pi = a io^Ts -+a ioi A/9 C23)
or,
AT C = K f AWf
AT C - &,„„ AWj102 ^ (24)
35

C. STATE VARIABLE EQUATIONS
The following procedure is an algebraic method to reduce
the twenty-four governing equations to ten state variable
eguations # that is, in standard matrix form of X(t) = AX(t) +
BU(t)
Here X (t) is the matrix of system state variables and
U (t) is the matrix of system inputs.
From (1)
4A *f,n + f; Aws
or,
AA • m* b + w*t (Li)
From (2)
V Ts -a aw - a aq + a At.
From (5)
(1-2)
A a - «L
6 Awa+. £2A.T jiaAT, (1.3)
Substituting Q from (1.3) in (1.2) and rearranging ;
s
AT (








AT ~ b At - b, AU a - b_ At
From (3)
(1.4)










= ^ AWr + °i? AT . ^3 at + a A w
P a-u T au 1 s au 5w ** a
From (6)
A a = ^ AT + ii? AWi + iiiAwa+ £2? AT

























14 a 11 Ol8























AT. S = b 6
AWf+ t 7 ATsw -b3 AWa (1.9)
Substituting ATa 3 from (1.9) into (1.6) and rearranging ;






+ b10 ATsw + ba Awa (MO)
Substituting A Gl from (1.10) and AQ.. from (1.3) into




'a 8 .bt0 ag .a i7
\




^M M Wf f bi3 A Vw + b i4 AWa+ b13 AWB - b i6 ATS
from (17)
(Ml)
A y , _ ^Zfi ATR + ^15 AW +. ±ii AX
a 77 l 77 a 77
+.^AW,^^ii ATWT i^ AW;




Substituting AT ft from (19) into (1.12)8




4. ^£ Aw, + ^2i ATW + ^l AW;






+ bl8 AW+ b ig AX+- b20 AWw+ b21ATw + b22 AW: (i.l3)
From (16)
ATW , - 1ZL Ay + 1" AW + (!ill^) AT fi + fiL AX





















a 7+ a 74 /
'
B
' \ a 74 a 7+ /
,w






'S + a 73
a
a "- b«Wfc+ ' a69 «».-b ft,^













A P __.?L' Ay + ^£ ATW _ iii£ Ax+l^AW+^i Ax+^iiAW (1-16)
ft a 60 ' cuo a 60 a 60 a 6o
a 6o R


















1 AW* j. "2.6a
a6i- bai | A_p




» AWi + -25 AW
a 6o
or,
AP& - b« APB + Ko AW + b 31 Ax -b 32 ^W w
+ b





AX .-^JAPj- 5+3 AaB + iMAw,/-M AP&a +2 a« °-4z cua












Substituting ATB from (19)
ACL . f£i At + fs-iisr A p
aS3 a 5 3 6
C 1- 19)
Substituting A Pp. from (1.17) and A GL from (1.19) into
(1.18) and rearranging
;
a42 a 42 a 42 . a S3 '
B
AX -|;i"- i+LSM ^^'"^ fa f^L^l)^
a 42
\
a4i **2 / I





















36 A^-b 37 AW + b 38 AX + b 33 Aw w
+ b40 ATW f b4i AW £ - b42 AWB - b43 ATBW
From (8)
(1.20)
AW s - °ZL AX _ i*? AP, + ^3o AW Oaj Aw
a2g a 2 g a zg
w a 29
(1.21)










a +a 29 a 29











Q 29 a i3 J ^ 1 a 29 a 29£9









AW W . -ba APB + b 43 AW-b 4 , AX + b 47 AW w -b48 ATw
+ b 49 AW i+ bS0 AW& + b 5: ATBW (1.22)













a 5 9. b*L AX -
fl s«, Oa*
a 57













APW a b32 AW w -b 53 APfi + b 34 AW-b55 AX-b 56 ATw
bS7 Aw(+ b S8 AW6+ b_ 9 ATBW (1 .2 3)
From (9)
AW - ^i2 A P + ^> AP& _ f3± AW _ £»i AX _ £sz AW W
" Ss W a 35 a 3, *3 3 Oa-
Substituting A Pw from (1.23) into (1.24) and rearranging
;


















, b6o AWW + b 61 APft + b 62 Aw - b^ AX - bu A7W'6a














a4*A(^ B = a 5o^ T8w + asl AW } + as2 AWa -a43 AT^ (1.27)
Since AT =ATqs from (21), then substituting AT




from (1.28) and A& from (1.19) into

























b i a 23 ;-* V «23 / /*
or,
AW, = b 73 APB - b HATs - b73 A/s (i-3i)
From (18)
AW C s i£i AX V + ^-
s AP
S + -5LSS. ATS
95 <X93 l 93
(1-32)
Substituting A p from (23) into (1.32)
Aw. . ^1 ax v J a 35. a loo a 96
Cl93 a 93 /
s 4 93 y
or.
Aws= b 76 AX v + b 77 ATs+ b 73 Ay>s
.Substituting AW & from (1.31) and A W s from (1.33)
(1.1) and rearranging
;
A/s - ( *>M\r K'Ks) A/t ( b2 b77 - b t .b74 ) AT£
(i.33)
into




.b 7J AX V
or,
Vs - Cu A/, + C 4- ATS + d i8 A PB + DH AX V (A)





s b 4" b 75 AA + ( b3 + b 4 -b 74 ) M& - b 3 ATSw -b4 b 7.,APB
or,
ATS = d 21 A/s 4 C 22 At3 + c 23 AT3W + C 2S APB (B)
Substituting AW n from (1.31) into (1.11) and rearranging '.O
At
sw
= - b iS .b7 5 Ay3
s
-( b 15 .b 74 +b te ) ATS + b 13 AT £sw
+ b iS . b 73 A Pft + b i2 AWj + hu A W,
or.
ATsw - tL 31 A/>3 t d 32 AT S + C 3a ATSW + C 3ft APB
+ D32
AW^ + D 33 AWa
^
C )
Substituting AW B from (1.31) into (1.20) and rearranging *
A * = b4 2 : b73 A/s + K^7A ATs + k 38 AX-b37 AW
tb3g AW W - b +3 ATBW +(b3b - b4.2 .b 73 ) AP&
* b
4-o ATW + b 4i AWi
or,
AX . d4l A/>8 tC 42 AT& + C^44 AX + C45 AW + d 46
AW W
+ ^47 ATBW +Cl 48 AP6 +C49 ATW + D44 AW i (D)
46

Substituting AW from (1.31) into (1.25) and rearranging ;
AW = -b66 -b73 AyOs _ b6€ . bM ATs _ b 63 AX+ b62 AW+ b 60 AW w
+ b67 ATBw + (b 66 .b73 + b 6i ) APA -b 6+ ATw + b 65 AW;
or,
AW = e 81 A/>$ + C 52 ATS + d s4 AX +Ci S8 AW + d S6 AWw
^ 57 ATBW +CJ 5a APft + d 59 A7W +DS4 AW- (E)
Substituting A WR from (1.31) into (1.22) and rearranging ;
^
AW W =, -b 50 .b 73 A/>s - b 5o .b 74 ATS - b 46 AX + b45 AW
I
+b 47 AWW + b 51 AT&w+ (bS0 .b 73 -b4+ ) A p6
-
b 48 A Tw +-^49 A W t
or,
AWW . -C 6i A/>s 4 d 62 ATS + d 64 AX + d 6s AW + C 66 Aw w
+ ^67 AT5W + cl 68APB + C 63 ATW+ Da AW; ( F )
From (1.29)
ATB w = - b
7i




AT6W = d 73 ATsw + ci 77 ATBW + ci 78 AP6 H.D72 AWf+ D73AWa (0)
Substituting AW & from (1.31) into (1.17) and rearranging \
A i - - Ka- K s A/* - b35 ' b74 ATS 4 bal AX + b, AW
\
~ b52
AWw+(b29 + b35 .b73 )APa+ b 3:i ATw-b^ W .
or,
APB = C, t A/>6 + C 82 ATS +d 84 AX + d gs Aw + C, & Aw w
+ci
88 AP& + d 83 ATw +• Dg4 Aw £ (H)
from (1. 15)
ATW „ b^Ax + b£+ AW + b26 AWw + b, 3 APB+ b27 ATw ^b23 AW:
or,
I ATW - C^AX +dgs AW+c;g fe Aww + ci98 APB + dQ3 ATw+ D34 AW i ( I)
From (1.13)
e
Ay = b t9 AX+ bw AW+bw AW H -b i7 APB + bai ATw 4.b 22 AWj
or,
| A y . C^AX + i 10S AW + (i1H AWw -,Cl 10? APfe+ (i109AV D oAW,(j)
48

The state variable equations from (A) to (J) were rewritten
in matrix notation as shown in Figure 4. The state equations
were solved for various percent step changes to input
variables ( Ax , Aw , Aw ), using the IBM simulation language
CSMP - IH as shown in the next section.
49
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From Appendix A , it is seen that the a coefficients are
in terms of steady state values. These values were
determined from the data in Whalleys thesis (2) which are
repeated in Appendix E. A Fortran IV program to find the
a,b,C,D coefficients which appear in the CSMP program is
shown in Appendix F 3 and the calculated values are shown in
Appendix G. Appendix H is the IBM simulation language CSMP
program that was developed. Only input variables were
changed for each computer run. For example, results for a 5%
step change of Ax
v ,
a 10% step change of AWjand a 10% step
change of Aw
:
were calculated. The output response curves
were plotted using the NPS CALCOMP PLOTTER.
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A. TRANSIENT RESPONSES FOLLOWING A STEP CHANGE IN THROTTLE
SETTING OF 5%
At a particular steady state operating condition the
throttle valve is suddenly opened while still keeping the
previous air and fuel flow rates and feedwater flow rate
constant. Because of bubble formation in the steam drum
liquid, the steam drum water level (FIGURE 9) swells for
about 40 seconds and then shows a steady falling in level at
higher flow rates of steam. The steam drum pressure (FIGURE
8) immediately begins to fall. Following these sudden
increases, the steam mass-flow rates from the steam drum and
the superheater (FIGURES 10 and 11) show slight declines
because of the effect of the decrease in steam drum
pressure. The superheater outlet pressure (FIGURE 10) acts
in a similar fashion to the steam drum pressure, that is ,it
shows a steady decline to a new steady state condition but
at is slightly lower than the steam drum pressure because of
system pressure drops. The superheated steam temperature and
superheater wall temperature (FIGURES 5 and 6) both decline,
although the latter temperature is slightly lower. The
riser tube wall temperature (FIGURE 8) and steam drum liquid
temperature (FIGURE 9) also decrease due tc the throttle
change. The superheated steam density (FIGURE 5) shows a
rising characteristic to counteract the loss in superheater
pressure and temperature and the gain in steam mass-flow
rate from the steam drum (FIGURE 11). The riser and
downcomer flow rates (FI3URE 7) are reduced to a lower value
but steam guality (FIGURE 6) is increased to a higher value





























































Figure 5 - SUPEHHEATED STEAM DENSITY < A/°$ > VS TIME AND

























Figure 6 - SUPERHEATER WALL TEMPERATURE < ATSW ) VS TIME














































Figure 7 - RISER MIXrURE FLOW RATE < AW ) VS TIME AND



































Figure 8 - RISER TUBE HALL TEMPERATURE < AT&W ) V S TIME AND
STEAM DRUM PRESSURE < A
P











































24- DD 30. DO
Figure 9 - STEAM DRUM LIQUID TEMPERATURE < ATW ) VS TIME












































Figure 10 - SUPERHEATER OUTLET PRESSURE < A P
s
) VS TIME
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Figure 11 - STEAM MASS-FLOW HATE FROM STEAM DRUM TO
SUPERHEATER < A^ & ) VS TIME
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B. TRANSIENT RESPONSES FOLLOWING A STEP CHANGE OF 10% IN
FUEL FLOW HATE.
The effects due to a change in the fuel flow rate are
less than those due to a change in the throttle valve
setting. However, the system requires a longer period of time
to reacn a new steady state condition. Because the
combustion rate is increased, the evaporation rate is also
increased making both the steam mass-flow rate at the
superheater (FIGURE 17) and the steam mass-flow rate from
the steam drum (FIGURE 18) increase in a similar manner.
Initially, density in the risers falls quickly in response
to the increased firing rate which causes a rise in
superheated steam density (FIGURE 12) . An increase in steam
flow from the steam drum without an increase in the
feedwater flow rate results in a drop in steam drum watar
level (FIGURE 16). The steam drum pressure (FIGURE 15) and
superheater outlet pressure (FIGURE 17) rise monotonically
as time increases. Also superheated steam temperature
(FIGURE 12) , superheater wall temperature (FIGURE 13) ,
riser tube wall temperature (FIGURE 15) and steam drum
liquid temperature (FIGURE 16) all increase with increasing
fuel flow rate. The abrupt fall in riser mixture flow rate
(FIGURE 14) is probably due to the sudden drop in the level










































Figure 12 - SUPERHEATED STEAM DENSITY C A/^ ) vs TIME AND





































Figure 13 - SUPEHHEATER WALL TEMPERATURE C ATSW > vs TIME









































Figure 14 - RISER MIXTURE FLOW RATE < AW ) V S TIME AND






































Figure 15 - RISER TUBE WALL TEMPERATURE < ATBW ) VS TIME







































Figure 16 - STEAM DRU3 LIQUID TEMPERATURE < ATW ) VS TIME

















































Figure 17 - SUPERHEATER OUTLET PRESSURE < A P& ) VS TIME
AND STEAM FLOW RATE AT SUPERHEATER OUTLET < A W& ) vs TIME
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C. TRANSIENT RESPONSES FOLLOWING A STEP CHANGE OF 10% IN
FEEDWATER FLOW-RATE
The main effect of increasing feadwater flow rate while
maintaining throttle setting and air-fuel flow rate constant
is an increase in the steam drum water level (FIGURE23) .
Because feedwater is added into the steam drum, steam drum
pressure (FIGURS22) suffers a small overshoot followed by a
decline. As a result, a drop in both steam mass-flow rate
from the steam drum (FIGURE25) and steam mass-flow rate at
the superheater outlet (FIGURE24) occurs. Flow around the
riser-downcomer loop (FI3URE21) is only slightly affected.
Since the firing rate is unaltered, the riser tube wall
temperature (FIGURE 22) and the steam drum liquid
temperature (FIGURE23) decline. The superheated steam
temperature (FIGU3E19) and the superheater wall temperature
(FIGURE20) rise because of a drop in steam mass-flow rate
from the steam drum. The quality of steam (FIGURE20) shows a
general lowering. The superheated steam density (FIGURE19)































Figure 19 - SUPERHEATED STEAM DENSITY < A/°s J VS TIME AND
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Figure 20 - SUPERHEATER WALL TEMPERATURE < ATJW ) VS TIME







































Figure 21 - RISES MIXTURE FLOW RATE < AW ) VS TIME AND
































Figure 22 - RISEH TUBE WALL TEMPERATURE < ATBW ) vs TIME















Figure 23 - STEAM DRUM LIQUID TEMPERATURE < ATW ) VS TIME
































Figure 24 - SUPERHEATER OUTLET PRESSURE < A P5 ) VS TIME
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Figura 25 - STEAM MASS-FLOW RATE FROM STEAM DRUM TO




This analysis is only the initial step toward a better
understanding of a naval steam generating plant both from
the dynamic and from the control points of view. The
analysis concerns a boiler system which is divided into four
parts. The major difficulty in the analysis is the fact
that the whole system is very complex and contains numerous
variables which are extremely unwieldy to manipulate. Large
numbers of relationships are non-linear so it is necessary
to generate a linear form by the methods of perturbation
theory. After setting up the state variable equations, the
IBM simulation language CSMP-EI was used to solve for the
open loop transient response characteristics of the state
variables due to variations in input variables. Throughout
these calcu lations, all the variables appearing in the
transient response curves are not absolute values.
Rather, they represent a small incremental change from some
particular steady state operating condition. Also, it is to
be noted that trends in some of these results differ
markedly in form from those appearing in Whalley (2) . Future
studies will be undertaken to determine the causes of these
differences. Meanwhile,the benefit one may derive from this
basic analysis is its use in the design and construction of
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